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Ah.vtrrrc-Video streaming over heterogcnous networks (e.g. 
the Internet) requires high degree of scalability from the video 
coding. To achieve all types of scalability required for a fully 
scalablc video coding, a modification of thc 3DSPIHT al- 
gorithm is presented i n  this paper. The proposed algorithm, 
called Fully Sculable 3DSPIHT (FS-3DSPIHT). adds spatial 
and tcni poi-al scnl ii bi I i t  y fentu res to the 3 DSPl HT alg ori t h i n ,  
through the introduction of resolution dependent lists and ;I 
reaolution-dependeiit sorting pxs. The important features of 
the original 3DSPIHT coder such a s  compression efficjency 
and I'LIII einbeddedness are kept. The output bitstream of the 
FS-3DSPIIHT encoder consists of ;I set of embedded parts re- 
lated to the v;irious qtdity. spatial and teinpowl resolutions. 
I t  c m  be easily reordered mid truncated by :I simple parser in  
order to ndapt various clients' requirements (e.g. quality, spa- 
tial rcsoltition and tcn1por;il resolution) ;is well a s  bandwidth 
u r i a r i o i i  i n  ;I lhcterogcneous nclwork. 
1 .  INTRODUCTION 
For clelivcring vicleo information over a hcteroyenous nct- 
work such ;is the Internet, ;I scalable video coding system is 
needed to provide a bitstreani that supports various levels o f  
quality and sp:~tiotenipor;il resolution. A scalable bitstreani 
consists of ;I set of einbedcled parts that offer increasingly 
better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) orland greater spatial res- 
olution orhind higher frame rate. These features ;ire referred 
to ;IS SNR scalability. sp:itinl scalability and temporal scalii- 
hility respectively. Different parts of a scalable bitstream can 
be selected and decodcd by ii scalable decoder i o  meet cer- 
tain requirements. Moreover, different types of decoders with 
tli I'f'erc n t y)ni p lex i ty and :iccesx bund w id th  can coexist. 
Traditional video coding standards such as MPEG-2 ancl 
H.263 provide some sort of scalability through ;I layer-based 
appmich coinprized o f  ;I buw layer :incl one or mol-e enlinncc- 
niciit I;iyzrs. However. this approach provides only  coiirse and 
very limited ineaiis ofscaliibility and rcsults i n  ;I serious qual- 
ity drop i n  coinparison to the non-scalable single layer modc 
:it the same ratc [ I ] .  A line granularity scalability (FGS) op- 
tion adapted in MPEG-4 only includes SNR. and teinporal 
scalohility ancl  only for the cnhaiicement layer 121. 
On the other hand, 3D wavelet video coding schemes, e.g. 
13-71, have a great potential to support all types of scalabil- 
ity. This is due to the multiresolution signal reprcsentntion 
offered by the 3D wavelet transform. However, the trans- 
form itself is not the only issue. I t  is particularly important 
how the various sp;itiotempordl subbands in a 3D wavelet de- 
composition of ;I group of frame (GOF) are encoded. The 
excellent rate-distortioii performance and scalable niittire of 
the Set Partitioning i n  Hiefiirchical Trees (SPIHT) dgorithm 
[ X I  for still irnaGes make i t  on attractive coding strategy also 
for video coding. A 3D extension of SPIHT for video cod- 
ing has been proposed by Kim et al. i n  L4.61. Thcy applied a 
3D wavelet transform to a group of video frames (COF) and 
codcci the wavelet coefficients by the 3DSPIHT algorithm. As 
reported i n  [4], even without motion estimation and compen- 
sation this method performs ( i n  test with ?IF (352 x 240) 
nionochronie .30 HZ sequences) measurnbly and visually bet- 
ter than MPEG-2. which employs complicated means of ino- 
tion estimation and compensation. Although the 3DSPIHT 
bitstream is tailored for full SNR scalability and provides a 
progressive (by quality) bitstream. i t  does not support spa- 
tial and temporal scalabilities and does not provide a parsable 
bitstream that could be reordered according to desired spa- 
tiotemporal resolutions and fidelities. 
I n  this paper, a fully scalable video coding scheme based 
on the 3DSPIHT algorithm is presented. The proposed algo- 
ri thm is an extcnsion of our previous works 19. l W] on scalable 
SPIHT-based still image coding and supports all spatial, tein- 
pol-al and SNR scalability features together. The rest of this 
paper is organized 21s follow. Section 2 gives an overview of 
the video codec. Section 3 describes our modified algorithm, 
called FS-3DSPIHT. The bitstrenm structure and parsing pro- 
cess is explainetl i n  Section 4. I n  Section 5. some experirnen- 
tal results are presented, and finally, Section 6 concludes the 
paper. 
2. OVERVIEW OF THE VIDEO CODEC 
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the video coding system. 
On the encoder side, the input video sequence is lirst divided 
into separate groups of frames (GOF). A 1 D temporal lilter- 
ing IS first applied to each COF. followed by a 2D spatial . .  
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Figure I .  Block d i a p m  of the video cotling system. 
wave1e.t transform. The nuniber of temporal decomposition 
levels can be different from the number of spatial decomposi- 
tion levels. Figure 2 shows a spatiotemporal multiresolution 
structure of a decmposed O F .  The FS3DSPIHT e.ncoder 
then progessively emodes the, de.composed GOF' from the. 
lowest (c,oarsest', spatiotemporal band to the highat band in 
a way that the bits that belong to the individual spatiotempo- 
ral bands are distinguishable in the output bitstream. Details 
will be given in the next section. 
1 ,  
The decoder receives a reordered bitstreki for each GOF 
which is tdore.d by a parser (transcoder) for the requested 
spcitial resolution, f i m e  rate and bit rate. The FS-3DSPIHT 
dec0de.r uses this bitstrean to decode only the required spa- 
tiotemporal bands. The inverse spatkal and temporal wavelet 
decomposition is then applied to the dec,ode.d spatiotemporal 
sublxinds to cre.iite a reconstructed version of the video se- 
quence in the requested resolution. 
3 .  THE FULLY SCAL.4BLE 3DSPIHT 
(F S - 3 D SP IH T ) A LGO R ITHM 
3DSFIHT 
Tlie 3DSPIHT algorithm of [fj] considers sets of coefficients 
that are reh1t.e.d throu gli a paren t-offspring dependency like 
the one depicted in Figure. 2.  In its bitplane coding process, 
the algorithm deals with the wavelet coefficients as either a 
root of xi insignificant set, an individual insignifrant pisel, 
or a significant pisd.  It sorts tliese coefficie,nts in three or- 
dered lists: the list of insignificant sets (LIS), the list of 
insigndicant pisels (LIP), and the list of significant pixels 
(LSP). The. main concept of the algorithm is managing these 
lists in order to e,fficie,ntly extract insignificant sets in a hier- 
archical structure and identify significant coefficients, which 
is the core, of its high compression performance. 
Spatio rerrip o rill Rcsolutio n~ 
The 3D (1 D temporal + 2D spatd) wavelet decomposihon of 
a GOF, its illustrated i n  Figure 2, provides a multiresoluhon 
structure that consists of different spatiotemporal subban&. 
In general, by applying \-, levels of 1D temporal decomposi- 
tion and \-, levels of 2D spatial decomposition, .Vt -1 I levels 
of temporal resoluhon and \-. . 1 levels of spahal resoluhon 
are achieiahle. The total number of spatiotemporal resolu- 
kons in this citseis I .\_E c 1 i x ( .\; t 1 ). To distinguish between 
Figure 2. .4 3D wavelet decompositron of a GOF with 2 lev- 
els of both temporal ancl spatial decomposition (2 1 spatioteiii- 
poral bands). The parent-offspring relahonship between the 
wavelet coefficients assumed by 3DSPTHT is also shown. 
different resolution levels, the spatiotemporal resoliition level 
(1;. I )  is used to denote the spatial resolution level I,: and tern- 
poral resolution level 1. The. x t u d  spatial and temporal reso- 
lutions related to the level ! I ;?I  1 :Ire respeciively '1 ,P-' 
'1/2'-' of the spatial a id  temporal resolutions of the. oris- 
nal sequence. Thus the lowest spatiotemporal resolution '(the 
lowest spatiotemporal frequency subband in the decomposed 
GOF) is referred to :is level 1 .\, 1~. .Y, -- I :I. The full spa- 
tiotemporal resolution (the original sequence) then becomes 
resolution level ( -1  1 :I. 
Spntio fernporal Sr~bbanrl Sers 
A set of three spatial subbands, {S-HLL., s-LHh., s-HH;.'), in 
temporal subband l ek1  / that improve spatial resolution of 
that temporal subband from level X: -I- 1 to level 1,. is defined 
as spatioternymnl mbbn.rr*% set level (k.1:) and is referred to 
as l?,~,~.,. Note. that for the " h i u r n  spatial resolution le.vel 
(i.e. X. = .A'.>: !- l ) ,  l31~.1 only contains one subbarid which 
is the lowest spatial frequency sublxuid (LL.yZ) for all tem- 
poral subband levels. To improve spatiotemporal resolution 
from level (X.,,li  I to 1eve.l (l,-,.,I,.I. all spatiotemporal sub- 
band sets that are located between these two resolutions need 
to be. added. These are Ill, . . ,  for k2 5 1,: e.: kl and 1, 5 I <:" I , .  
.h algorithm that provides full spatial and temporal scala- 
bility would encode the clifferent resolution subbands sepa- 
rately, allowing a parser or a decoder to directly accas the 
data needed to reconstruct a desired spatial orband temporal 
resolution. The original 3DSPIHT algorithm of [6], however. 
sorts the wave,letcoefficientsin such away thattheoutput bit- 
stream contains mixed infornution of all subbands in no par- 
ticular order. making it impossible to transcode the bitstregn 
without decoding it. 
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To add I'LIII spatial and temporal scalability features to the 
3DSPIHT. 1112 spatiotemporal subband sets in the decom- 
poscc'l GOF need to he codetl separately. The fully scal- 
able 3QSPIHT (FS-3DSPIHT) proposed here, fulfills this re- 
cl t i  i r i m  en t t Ii rough the i n ti.oduction of mu I ti pie resoi titi on- 
dependent lists and a resolution-dependent sorting pass. It de- 
lines ti set of LIP, LSP and LIS lists for each I l k , / ,  therelorc 
there will be LIPk,/, LSPI.,,, and LISk,/ for 1: = k, lL(L2,  k, ,,,, - 
1, . . . ! 1 and 1 = l , , , , , , c ,  l,,,,,,. - 1, . . . , 1 where k,,, , , ,  and 
are the niaximum number of spatial and temporal resolution 
levels respectively. supported by the encoder. 
The FS-3DSPIHT encoder t r m i s i i i i t h  bitplane by bitplane 
and defines the same parent-offspring dependency between 
tlie coel'licients in the 3-D wavelet pyramid ;IS 3DSPIHT 
(see Figure 2). In each bitplane, the coder starts encoding 
from BA.,,,,, , . l , r , , , J  and proceeds to L?l,l.. In the resolution- 
dependent sorting pass of the lists that belong to the B h , r ,  
the algorithm first does the sorting pass for the coefficients 
in the LIPI.,/ to find and output significance bits for all list 
entrics and then processes the LISk.,/. During processing the 
LISA ,I. set\ that lic outside the spntioteinporal resolution Icwl 
(A:: I ]  are moved to thcir appropriate LIS related t o  the next 
higher level of sp:itiotemporaI subhand sets (i.e. LISk-1 or  
L1sk.1- I or 1.lS1.- ,,I- ). After the algorithm finishes the sort- 
ing and refinement passes for resolution level ( k , l )  it will 
do the same for ;dl other rcinaining lists related to other spa- 
tioteinpornl subband set levelS. The resolulion-dependent lists 
can be sciinned i n  such away that first all temporal resolution 
he completed. then spatial resolutions, o r  vice versa. Accord- 
ing to the magnitudc of the coefficients in the decomposed 
GOE coding of the spatioteinporal subband sets related to the 
the higher spatiotemporal resolution tistially starts from lower 
bitplanes. Thc FS-3DSPIHT inanages its inultiple lists during 
its rcsolution-del,endent sorting pass in an eflicient way such 
that the total number of bits spent in a particular bitplane is 
the same as for 3DSPIHT. but FS-3DSPIHT arrange them ac- 
cording to thcir spatiotemporal resolution dependency i n  the 
bitstream. 
Note that the total storage requirenient for the LIPk.,, LSPk.1, 
and LISA../ for  all resolulions is the same :is for the LIS. LIP. 
and LSP used by the 3DSPIHT algorithm. 
4. B I T S T R E A M  STRUCTURE A N D  SCALING 
B;ts/refli/1 Sli-Irc.tll,z. 
Figure 3 shows the hitstrean structure generated by the FS- 
3DSPIHT encoder. The bitstte;ini is first divided into different 
puts according to the different bitplanes. The bitplane code- 
part I"' denotes all bits obtained at bitpl:me coding process 
level 1 1 .  Inside eiicll hitplane codepart. the bits that belong to 
different spatial subhnnd sets are separable, xid, siniilorly. in- 
Fide cach spatial subbans set codepart. tlie bits that belong to 
dilferent tempornl subhand scts come i n  ordcr. Tlie smallest 
codepart un i t  i n  the hitstream is referred to as Pill in Fig- 
Figure 3. Structure of the FS-3DSPIHT encoder bitstream 
which is made tip of different quality. spatial and temporal 
resolution parts. I'Ll, denotes the codepart that obtain for cod- 
ing the spatiotempol.;il suhlxind set level ( X ,  / )  (i.e. L 3 k . 1 )  at 
bitplane level I t , .  
tire 3. I t  is the codepart that belongs to spatioteniporal sub- 
hand set level (X: / )  (i.e. f 3 k . l )  :it bitplane level 'IC. To support 
hitstream parsing, some markers are required to be put into 
the hitstrenm to identify the parts of the bitstream that belong 
to the different spatial and teinpwxl resolution levels and bit- 
planes. 
Ritstrenrii Scdiii,g 
The flexible hierarchical structure of the FS-3DSPIHT bit- 
stream allows bitstream parsing to obtain sub-bitstreams for 
different reduced spatiotemporal resolutions and qualities, all 
from ;I single high hit rate. fu l l  resolution bitstream. The pars- 
ing (reordering) process is ii simple scale reducing task in 
which only the rclnkd codeparts of the main bitstream that 
bclong to thc requested resolution ;ire selected and ordered 
without need to decode. For example, to provide ;I bitstream 
for resolution level ( ko :  ( 0 ) .  in endi biplane codepart, only the 
codeparts of thc spatial subb;ind sets that are located inside 
the spatial resolution level k,, arc kept. :ind similarly, i n  each 
selected spatial part. only the temporal parts thar fdl inside 
the requested temporal resolution level ( l o )  are kept, and all 
other parts are removed. Therefore, the selected codeparts i n  
bitplne level 11, are {I'/.:/lk() 5 li 5 k,,tc,,,.,I~) 5 I 5 I ,,,,,. 
Note that al l  marker inforinntion for identifying the individual 
hitplanes and resolution levels are only used by the purser and 
d o  not need to hc sent to the tlecodcr. A distinct feature is that. 
alter parsing, the reordered hi tstreams for :ill spatiotemporal 
resolutions are completely fine granular and c;in be truncated 
;it any point to obtain the best reconstructed sequence at the 
desired spatiotemporal resolution and bit rate. 
Tlie decoder required for decoding thc reordered hitstream 
exactly follows the encoder, similar t o  (he original 3DSPIHT 
algorithm. I t  needs t o  keep track of the viiriotis lists only for 
spatial and temporal resolution levels greater or equal to the 
required one. Thus, the proposed algorithm naturally provides 
coinputational scalability as well. 
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resolution 1 (kbps) 
Figure 4. Foreinan nnd Hall Monitor sequences ;it difl’crent 
spatial resolutions. 
Forinan I Hall Monitor 
5 .  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
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To show the FS-3DSPIHT encoder’s full scalability features. 
tests were performed on two CIF sequences: Foreinan mid 
Hall Monitor. The original frame rate of these scqtieiiccs is 
30 frames per sccond. The GOF size tised by the cncoder 
is 16 and for the 3D wavelet decomposition of each GOE 
3 levels of ID decomposition by Hnar lilter i n  temporal di- 
rection followed by 4 levels of 2D spi1tial decoinposition by 
9/7-tap filters [ I  I ]  were applied. The FS-3DSPIHT encoder 
’ was set to encode 240 frames ( 1  5 GOFs) of each sequence 
at 600kbps and to provide 5 levels of spatial resolution and 
4 levels of temporal resolulion (total 20 spntiotenlporal rcs- 
olutions). which are thc maximum possible rcsolution levels 
accessible by the above mentioned 3D decomposition. 
17-8 29.55 30.23 
80 31.26 28.08 
128 31.L6 35.55 
80 29.40 31.73 
64 31.78 29.89 
48 30.20 27.98 
48 35.04 29.32 
33- 30.30 31.10 
3-8 29.33 29.18 
28 34.48 3 I .88 
After encoding. the FS-3DSPIHT bitstreaim was fed into ;I 
parser to produce progres (by quality) bitstrcains for dif- 
ferent spatial mid temporal resolutions. The bitstreams were 
decoded at various spatial resolutions (sec Figure ,4). frninc 
fates arid bit rates. Table I shows the inean PSNR rlwilts 
obtained for thc luminiince coinponents of thc ilc!. ..<d se- 
quences. Reference frames for lower rcsolutioiis-were defined 
by taking the lowest frcquency subb;ind ffiumes after applying 
appropriate levels of tempor;il ;ind spiitial wavelet tlccoinpo- 
sition t o  the original sequences. For ful l  spatial and tempo- 
ral resolution these results are conlpol.able wi th  the 3DSPIHT 
coder of 14.61. but our coder :itldition;illy yields the full scnl- 
ability featurcs. The PSNR values i n  Tiible I show that high- 
SNR bitstreams c m  be easily generated at low rules with re- 
duced spatio teinporal resolution. 
,6 .  CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we presented a fully scalable 3DSPIHT algo- 
rithm (FS-3DSPIHT) for video coding that supports all types 
of  spatial. temporal and SNR scalnbility together. The inter- 
esting features of the original 3DSPIHT algorithm such 21s 
high coinpression efficiency and rate einbcddetliiess of  the 
Table 1. Mean Y-PSNR results for 240 frames o f  30HZ CIF 
Foreman and Hall Monitor sequences iit different spatial and 
teinporiil resolutions and hit rates obtained by a 
FS-3DSPIHT decoder. 
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Teini>oral I Rate I Mean Y-PSNR (dB) 
bitstream Lire kept. The FS-3DSPIHT encoder hitstream can 
be easily reordcrerl (parsed) t o  obtain Kite embedded sub- 
bitstreams for viirious spntiotempor~il resolutions without the 
need of decoding. The proposed fully scalable video codec is 
;I good candidate for multimetliu applications such as video 
inli)rinntion storage and retrieval systems. and video streain- 
ing over heterogenous networks where ;I wide variety of tisers 
needs to be differently serviced according to their network :IC- 
cess and data processing ctipabilitics. 
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